
The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

These vintage prints will be presented at auction, Chayette & Cheval. June 8, 2018

N°17-2018. POWERFUL IMAGES OF THE LIBERATION OF PARIS

“The Liberation of  Paris on Aug. 25, 1944, evokes powerful images: men and
women firing at German tanks from behind barricades, girls in flowery dresses embracing arriving French
and American soldiers, General de Gaulle proclaiming with no little chutzpah that Paris had liberated
itself. How could Parisians not be celebrating? After 50 months of  German occupation, their war was
over...” Alan Riding, France's Troubled Liberation, International New York Times, 08/25/2014 
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Aug. 26, 1944, de Gaulle was making his official entry into the capital...*

Few things had rankled more with the French leader that summer than the failure of  Washing ton and
London to recognize his Provisional Government as the Government of  France. His nightmare was of
being caught between the Scylla of  AMGOT (Allied Military Government of  Occupied Territories) and
the Charybdis of  a Communist‐run commune. He was determined Paris's liberation should be largely a
French gesture under his leadership, and he intended to install himself  in the city as soon as it was free,
with or without his allies’ blessing.

For General Eisenhower, the political aspects of  Paris's lib eration were secondary. He was interested in
avoiding a fight in the capital, a fight which would result in its sub stantial destruction and in which the
armored advantage of  his forces could not be put to maximum use. The Supreme Commander also wanted
to avoid for as long as possible the moral obligation of  feed ing Paris's 3.5 million people, an obligation
which would se verely drain his already over taxed fuel supply. Hitler — Ei senhower was convinced —
would try to “throw two or three divisions into Paris” to lure the Allies into a wasting fight in the city.

To escape this trap, Eisen hower planned to bypass the city, delaying its liberation as long as possible to
save his gasoline. Both Eisenhower and de Gaulle had for different reasons — one military and the other
political — made it clear to the Paris resistance that there was to be no uprising in the city without orders
from outside. Eisenhower's assessment of  Hitler's intentions was wholly correct. The Führer was de -
termined that Paris should be fought over with all the re sources he could muster. 
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* Article published in 1964, twenty years after the events: Larry Collins & Dominique Lapierre, The Day Paris Was Liberated, The
New York Times, 08/23/1964, online :  www.nytimes.com/1964/08/23/the-day-paris-was-liberated.html?src=DigitizedArticle
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To the man he had picked to de fend the city, Lt. Gen. Dietrich von Choltitz, he issued repeat ed orders for
the destruction of  its industries, its utilities, its communications, its bridges. Although the harried von
Chol titz hadn't been informed of  it, Hitler had ordered two divi sions to his aid. The only thing the arriving
Allies were to find in Paris, the Führer or dered, was “a field of  ruins.”

On Aug. 18, the event both de Gaulle and Eisenhower had proscribed took place. At a meeting of  the
Paris Libera tion Committee, the Commu nist party's leadership forced a decision for an insurrection. By
the time their decision reached the National Resistance Coun cil for ratification the next day, the insurrection
was al ready an accomplished fact.

For the Communists, its aims were primarily political — not military. The party had real ized the city's
population was waiting for a chance to strike at its occupiers and needed only leadership to be sum moned
to action. They had prepared the ground for their insurrection by a widening series of  strikes, culminating
in a strike of  the Paris police force on Aug. 15.

For de Gaulle, the insurrec tion made Paris's rapid libera tion an imperative necessity. On Aug. 20, shortly
after his return to France (earlier he had visited Normandy briefly, for one day, just after the landings), he
urged Eisenhow er to change his plans and march on the city. The Su preme Commander refused. Eisenhower
was still deter mined to delay the city's lib eration for as long as he could so as to save fuel for his arm ored
thrust to the German frontier. In reply, de Gaulle threatened to take the French Second Armored Division
out from under Allied command and send it to Paris ... Eisen hower still remained firm.
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In Paris, the spreading in surrection saddled the German commander with a new set of  problems. Under
growing pres sure to carry out the demoli tions he'd been ordered to pre pare, he was now instructed to stamp
out the insurrection by all possible means. Wan t only to blow up Paris, to sav age it with a blind, night
air attack, seemed to von Choltitz a senseless military move — and one he did not care to have posterity
link with his name. To his dilemma, he found a strange solution.

He ordered the city's Swed ish Consul General, Raoul Nordling, to contact the Allies and, in a sense, invite
them into the city to relieve him of  his troublesome command. As Nordling left von Choltitz's of fice in the
Hotel Meurice, the German warned him to hurry. He could not —  he told the Swede —  delay much
longer in carrying out his orders.

But, by now, Eisenhower had already decided to move on the city... Leclerc's orders from his U.S. Fifth
Corps commander, Lt. Gen. Leonard T. Gerow, were to drive straight to the city's southern gate through
Versailles and Rambouillet. On the night of  Aug. 23, however, for reasons which have never been fully
explained, Leclerc decided to change the direction of  his attack and swung the bulk of  his division against
the city's southeast flank along the Orléans road. He neglected to inform Gerow of  his deci sion...

At dawn the next day, Fri day, Aug. 25 — the Feast Day, appropriately enough, of  France's Patron Saint,
Saint Louis — the men of  the two divisions poured into Paris. They were greeted by what was probably
the most deliri ous outburst of  emotion that has ever welcomed a liberating army. From every side, they
were pelted with flowers, food, wine and champagne. 
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The wo men of  the city, many wearing red, white and blue dresses sewn up for this day during the long
winter of  occupation, buried their liberators in a sea of  lipstick. Their exuberance seemed to many of  the
Amer ican veterans of  Normandy's hedgerows, to have made the war worthwhile after all. Ernest
Hemingway “liber ated” the Ritz Bar and Sylvia Beach... 
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By mid‐afternoon, after a short but sharp fight, von Choltitz surrendered his Hôtel Meurice headquarters.
At 16:30 hours, he formally handed over the city to Leclerc in the Gare Montparnasse. The dour Picar -
dian took the surrender not in the name of  SHAEF but in the name of  de Gaulle's Provi sional
Government. As he had promised, de Gaulle arrived in the city in the foot steps of  its liberators...

His first showdown with his political rivals came almost im mediately. They had been wait ing to receive
him in triumph at the Hôtel de Ville, Paris's city hall. De Gaulle had seen in their gesture an effort by the
leaders of  the city's insur rection to sponsor him, to give him a kind of  semi‐official in stallation in Paris
under their auspices. He refused to go. Finally, he relented — but only after he had first given orders for
his march the next day from the Arc de Triomphe to Notre Dame. That, he felt, would provide the only
instal lation he was going to accept — a popular endorsement by the people of  Paris.

His stroll down the Champs Elysées under the eyes of  over a million Parisians, his coura geous indifference
to the sniper fire along his route and inside Notre Dame, gave de Gaulle as ringing an endorsement as any
leader could expect...
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The iron — de Gaulle wrote in his memoirs — was hot, and that night, warned by the sniper fire and
reassured by the cheers of  millions of  Parisians, he de cided to strike. The next day, Sunday, Aug. 27, he
summoned his Minister of  the Interior, Adrien Tixier, to his office. He handed him a four‐point order.
Under it, the Paris command of  the P.F.I, was dissolved. Those elements of  the F.F.I, that “may be
useful” were to be incorporated into the regular army. The rest were dissolved... 

Tixier looked at de Gaulle and told him it was an impos sible order. If  you try to exe cute it, he told the
general, “blood will flow.”

“Then let it flow,” curtly answered de Gaulle. Almost as an afterthought, he added: “But it won't.”

De gaulle, of  course, was right. There was no bloodshed. He gradually disarmed the party resistance
group and brought its leadership under political control by taking them into his Government. The liberation
of  Paris had borne the fruits he had wanted it to bear.

For those who lived through the liberation, it was a mo ment of  emotional exuberance they will probably
never for get. It was also a memorable demonstration of  Charles de Gaulle's unyielding determina tion to
have his way when he feels that his way is inextrica bly linked with the vital inter ests of  his nation.

Larry Collins & Dominique Lapierre, The Day Paris Was Liberated, The New York Times,
08/23/1964
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René Zuber (1902-1979). "Le Fortin de la Huchette", Paris, August 1944
Vintage exhibition print, 300x245 mm, annotations and photographer’s stamp verso, René
Zuber personnal print. Cover image of 2004 exhibition. Estimation 2000/3000
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BRASSAI (1899-1984). Hotel Ritz and place Vendôme under German Rule, Paris, c. 1944
Vintage silver print, 240x300 mm, photographer’s purple stamp verso, from René Zuber
collection. One observes the elegant white blind of Mrs Hellstern who had put the refined
charm of her shoe store at the service of the Resistance. Estimation 4000/5000
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Brassaï (1899-1984). Luxembourg Gardens, Summer Afternoon in occupied Paris, c.
1944. Vintage silver print,300x240 mm, photographer’s purple stamp verso, from René
Zuber collection. Estimation 3000/4000
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Attrib. to BRASSAI (1899-1984). Panneaux de signalisation allemands, place de la
ConcordeAugust 1944. Vintage silver print on Kodak paper, 300x240 mm, from René
Zuber collection. The format, paper, tonality and watermark Kodak are absolutely similar
to three prints of Brassai ̈from the same provenance offered in this sale.

Estimation 1200/1500
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Brassaï (1899-1984). La Foule en liesse accueille la division blindeé, masseé sur le Lion
de Belfort, Paris, August 1944. Vintage silver print, 255x225 mm, photographer’s purple
stamp verso, from René Zuber collection. Estimation 3000/4000
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Brassaï (1899-1984). Paris, La Nuit de la Libeŕation, August 1944 (For the first time in
many years, everyone turns on the light). Vintage silver print, 240x300 mm,
photographer’s purple stamp verso, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 3000/4000
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Brassaï (1899-1984). Paris, Nuit de Longchamp, 1937 (Stovepipe and Fireworks).
Liberation period silver print (printed circa August 1944), 300x240 mm, photographer’s
purple stamp verso, from René Zuber collection. Estimation 6000/8000
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Robert DOISNEAU (1912-1994). La concierge est dans l'escalier et son lapin regarde
par la fenet̂re, Paris, 1944. Vintage test print, 180x130 mm, photographer’s red stamp
verso, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 600/800
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Robert DOISNEAU (1912-1994). Bicycling, Paris under German rule, spring 1944.
Vintage test print, 180x130 mm with margins, photographer’s red stamp verso, from René
Zuber collection.

Estimation 600/800
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Robert DOISNEAU (1912-1994). Les panneaux de signalisation allemands de la place
de la concorde indiquent le front de Normandie, l'aeŕoport militaire allemand, les
hop̂itaux militaires, August 1944. Large vintage exhibition print, 400x300 mm, captions
and photographer’s red stamp verso, from Zuber collection. Estimation 2000/3000
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Robert Doisneau (1912-1994). Last parade of the German occupants, rue de
Castaglione, Paris, Summer 1944. Vintage silver  print, 300x240 mm, photographer’s
red stamp verso, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 2000/3000
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Robert Doisneau (1912-1994). Last parade of the German occupants, rue de Castaglione,
Paris, Summer 1944. Vintage silver enlargement in two parts, major restoration at the
hinge between the two prints, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 2000/3000
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Robert DOISNEAU (1912-1994). Trois FTP sur les toits, Paris, August 1944
Vintage exhibition print, 300x240 mm, photographer’s red stamp and annotations verso,
from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 1500/2000
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Robert DOISNEAU (1912-1994). Barricade de la place Saint-Michel, Paris, August 1944
Large vintage exhibition silver print on AgfaBrovira paper, 400x300 mm, photographer’s
stamp verso, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 5000/6000
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Henri Cartier-Bresson (1908-2004). Barricade de la rue de Rohan a ̀l'entreé nord des
guichets du Louvre, Paris, August 1944
Vintage silver print, 182x240 mm, photographer’s violine stamp and  “Voir agency, 100
rue Reáumur” stamp verso, oxidation visible on right side of the print. 

A rare testimony of Cartier-Bresson’s 1944 activity, when Beaumont Newhall was looking
for any sign, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 2000/3000
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Pierre Boulat (1924-1998). Deux jeunes enfants sortent du Luxembourg, un colleur
d'affiches collent les nouveauteś sur la colonne Morris, Paris, 7 mai 1944
Vintage silver print on AgfaBrovira paper, 400x300 mm, photographer’s stamp verso, from
René Zuber collection.

Estimation 600/800
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Willy RIZZO (1928-2013). Barricade devant la Societ́e ́Geńeŕale avec un portrait d'Hitler
comme cible, Paris, August 1944. Vintage silver print, 180x115 mm, annotations verso,
from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 300/400
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Eric FEHER (1904-1966). Place de la Concorde vide mais illumineé, Paris, August 1944
Vintage silver print, 300x240 mm, photographer’s blue stamp and Alliance photo agency
stamp verso, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 600/800
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Pierre Boucher (1908-2000). Last winter in Paris under German rule, 1943-1944
Vintage silver print, 300x240 mm with margins, photographer’s stamp verso, from René
Zuber collection.

Estimation 300/400
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Arrestation d'un milicien, Paris, August 1944
Vintage silver print, 180x130 mm, cridit to René Zuber collection.

Estimation 150/200
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Attrib. to Marcel Arthaud. “25 aout̂ 14H45 les incendies dans Paris”, 25 August 1944
Vintage silver prints, 180x180 mm, from René Zuber collection. The first view is towards
the south west with the Vendome column and the Eiffel Tower which disappears in the
smoke the other towards the west with a big fire towards the Opera House
This photograph was used as illustration for the “Libération de Paris” album by Jacques
De Lacretelle published in May 1945, unpaginated.

Estimation 500/600
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Susanne Laroche. La Distribution du premier journal dans Paris libeŕe ́devant la librairie
hachette, Paris, August 1944. Vintage silver print, 190x185 mm, credit to René Zuber
collection. Estimation 150/200
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Les Concierges se risquent timidement dehors et montre la sceǹe a ̀un vieux locataire,
Paris, August 1944. Vintage silver print on AgfaBrovira paper, 255x240 mm, credit to René
Zuber collection. Estimation 400/500
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Une des dernier̀es fet̂es de gala à l'Opeŕa dans Paris occupe,́ Summer 1944
Vintage silver print,300x245 mm, stamp from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 300/400
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Attrib. to Marcel ARTHAUD. Les Parisiens se rassemblent avenue de l’Opera pour ećouter
le premier discours des FFI depuis le balcon de l'ancienne Kommandantur, Paris, August
1944. Vintage silver print on double wight paper, 300x240 mm, credit to René Zuber
collection. Estimation 500/600
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Pierre Jahan (1902-1979). "La Tour Eiffel interdite aux français", Paris, early 1944
Vintage exhibition print, photographer’s stamp verso. With a silver press print of Hitler’s
visit to the Eiffel Tower, from René Zuber collection.

Estimation 600/800
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Cineḿa Cinephone, actualités allemandes pour les civils germanophone, August 1944
Vintage silver print, 250x245 mm, credit to René Zuber collection.

Estimation 200/300
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L'Etat Major allemand s'est rendu, photo prise depuis la cabine du camion qui les
transporte, Paris, August 1944. Vintage silver print, 240x180 mm, credit to René Zuber
collection.

Estimation 200/300
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Susanne Laroche. Les Parisiennes acceuillent leurs libeŕateurs, Paris, August 1944
Vintage silver print on watermarked paper, 210x255 mm, credit to René Zuber collection.

Estimation 300/400
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Robert Doisneau. "The Hen Kept on the Leash", Paris under
German rule, 1940s
Vintage test print, 180x130 mm with margins, negative
reference “V136”, photographer’s stamp verso, from René
Zuber collection.


